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"We have met the enemy, and he is us."

Undiscovered Ventures

In a fee-driven world, fundraisers, marketers, and bankers have
been the winners, while innovation and progress have suffered.
Moreover, acquisitions, innovations, and social impact have
been largely thought of as separate programs thereby missing
the benefits obtained through the exploitation of synergies and
economies of scale between these three vital components of
the business world.
Undiscovered Ventures merges these programs into a demanddriven innovation program that first and foremost focuses on the
mutual benefit of the key stakeholders, creating move value for
the investor, the startup, and the society they serve.
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CORPORATE INNOVATION 2.0 IS NEEDED
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Ultimately, the integration of a disruptive technology into an enterprise client's
operations is an extremely niche area of project management. Our process ensures
that before we begin our proprietary integration process, we make validate the ability
of the technology to scale at the pace and size needed.
90% of the time, this is not the case, and our team works on-site at the technology's
location to get it ready for the rapid growth and culture meshing.
When the integration begins, we act as a funnel and point-of-contact to let only
accretive tasks through; the daily meeting schedule of an enterprise company alone
is enough to strangle momentum.
A company that integrates technologies instead of investing at arm's length is five
times more likely to have those technologies succeed, and this all is contingent on
effective integration.
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CLIENT

TECHNOLOGY

Each client gets at least one portfolio manager who is the focus point of the innovation
efforts. This person (or team) manages the mentor program and is ultimately responsible
for the success of the fund's scaling activities.
What makes this position unique in the innovation/investment world is that in addition to the
investment performance role, the Undiscovered Ventures Portfolio Manager also
spearheads the integration efforts. By working side by side with the business units,
strategy teams, and C-Level management teams, the portfolio manager ensures the
technologies fit seamlessly into the operations.
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We are an innovation advisory and investment firm that uses
disruptive, cutting-edge technologies to solve complex
problems, disrupt the status quo, and become leaner, meaner, and
greener (both financially and responsibly).
We do this through understanding our clients' businesses and the
problems that plague them. This insight enables us to identify and
integrate technology-based solutions into their operations.
The technologies we select must fit at least one category:
1) Enhance Lean Operations
2) Amplify Current Products or Service Lines
3) Open Meaningful New Markets
Integrated Demand-driven Innovation Funds
We start with a needs analysis of the clients' businesses and look for
disruptive solutions that create value across the entirety of the company.
We work with the technologies to ensure they can handle the bandwidth of
the corporate client/investor.

Curated Innovation Fund
The curated fund is comprised of screened and actively managed
companies and technologies that the client or one of its advisors
has discovered. Like the Integrated Fund, the Curated Fund is a
fully managed, fully integrated investment vehicle.
Discovery Gap Analysis
We help clients look for future gaps in their business model in
order to proactively address issues before they become issues.
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Companies with above average diversity are far better at monetizing innovation, a
fact that we have touted since inception. To take full advantage of this
phenomenon, Undiscovered Ventures is committed to supporting and cultivating
an inclusive and high impact global innovation ecosystem that stimulates creativity,
economic growth, and positive societal change.
We seek to serve as a central hub that facilitates the exchange of knowledge and
skills to solve global issues like energy, water, pollution, and security that effect all
citizens. We help countries to identify and educate the stakeholders of their own
Innovation Communities by providing them with the training, resources, and ongoing support needed to monetize innovation and creativity.
I’m concerned about the current trend—in America and Europe—toward retreating
from the open, multilateral approach that has driven so much progress.
- Bill Gates, " The Case for Multilateralism"

Knowledge Exchange & Market Launch Hub Locations
United States
Mexico
Canada
Brazil
Ecuador
Argentina
Uruguay
Peru
Columbia
Chile

United Kingdom
Portugal
Spain
France
Denmark
Ireland
China
Thailand
Japan
South Korea

Morocco
Afghanistan
Algeria
UAE
Dubai
Israel
South Africa
Kazakhstan
Nigeria
Ghana
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Energy

Mining

too expensive for the "everyman" to make

important. Junior minerals (e.g., Tungsten,

meaningful contributions, therefore,

Cobalt, etc.) are not actively looked for and

advances are few and far between.

are becoming critical to our economy.

- Global idea exchange & IP protection

- Cheaper, faster exploration techniques

- Better, accessible innovation methods

- Lock-up mineral supplies ahead of production

- Verify claims and concept testing

- Identify feasible mineral substitutes

- Renewable energy and hydro energy

- Verify anti-slavery production policies

- Tax credit and incentive program expertise

- Vocational Education Programs

Historically, energy innovation has been

Mining Exploration has never been more

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Investment in food, water, and agricultural

Manufacturing is often ignored as a place

innovation has not scaled as fast as

to allocate innovate efforts because

innovation advancements in other

outdated perceptions and misplaced

technologies.

biases.

- Technologies to reduce water & fertilizer use

- Revolutionary 3D printing techniques

- Green growing technologies

- Security, logistics, and delivery advances

- Food waste reduction

- Trucking and Fleet Vehicle Technologies

- Animal husbandry & health advancements

- Product Creation Education

- Food nutrition technologies

- AI Assisted plant operations
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